PRESS RELEASE

Paris, December 8th-2017

Delta Trans (Poland) receives the TK'Blue award
for the best Saint-Gobain Glass Logistics carrier
The annual Saint-Gobain Glass Logistics Supplier Awards ceremony took
place on December 7th - 2017 at Roissy Charles de Gaulle with an
audience of more than 200 professionals from all over Europe.
On this occasion, Delta Trans was awarded by Christophe Hinfray,
Marketing & International Development Director at TK' Blue, the Best
Carrier award based on the ground of the Blue Challenge criteria for
eco-responsible performance, established by Saint-Gobain Glass
Logistics.

Each year, Saint-Gobain Glass Logistics (SGGL) honors its suppliers at this
ceremony hosted by William Béguerie, Managing Director.
The best performers awards were attributed in 4 categories: Trucking inloader,
Transport inloader public, Transport tautliner & special innovation Prize.
This year's novelty was the Blue Challenge which rewarded the best " TK'Blue
"carrier.
TK'Blue is a collaborative platform for measuring the environmental performance
of shippers and carriers, aiming at protecting citizens, the planet, improving their
economic performance.
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Delta Trans is deeply committed to the choice of its materials, equipment and
driver training and has won first prize thanks to its TK'T and GHG declarations
released on the TK'Blue platform, which showcased them.
Saint-Gobain Glass Logistics has been collaborating with TK'Blue since 2015 and
has motivated its carriers on the way to labellisation, setting up action plans
reducing the impact of their activities on the environment, while improving their
operational efficiency.
TK'Blue has enabled SGGL to integrate a CO2/GHG and CSR environmental
quality index into the evaluation criteria of its service providers. These indices
are obtained using:
§
§

GHG service: calculation of GHG emission indices from level 1 to 3, and
precise result of energy and environmental performance;
TK'T service: calculation of CSR indices by fleet type with regard to the
quality of materials, equipment and staff training. This service also offers
personalized advice to improve its performance and thus guarantee
enhanced reliability and on-time deliveries.

Saint-Gobain Glass Logistics has been actively involved in environmental
protection issues for many years and currently implements a management
system that sets measurable objectives for environmental issues, aimed at
assessing and monitoring performance.
The decision to engage in the "Blue" dynamic is perfectly aligned with these
quality commitments.

ABOUT TK’BLUE
TK'Blue is a labelling and rating Agency of Transport organized as a service platform. It
measures, rates and values the eco-responsible performance of each actor - Carriers &
Contractors alike - in compliance with the legislative and regulatory requirements on CO2
emissions and “CSR”, both at national and European level.
Its European governance, composed of more than seventy representatives belonging to
the global supply chain actor’s community, ensures its legitimacy, credibility, evolution
and guarantees its long-term independence.
The platform can be connected via “SaaS” mode via the Cloud, and access is free of
charge for road carriers.
Find out more: www.tkblueagency.eu
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